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While others may "feel" their Uncharted gift as 
it leaves their bank account, Craig and Carolyn 
Bodkin say they feel it in a different way. 

Every day they see the rust on their broken-
down minivan – a reminder of their sacrifice 
for Uncharted. It’s old, milkshake-stained and 
slightly smelly from soccer socks. It has a door 
that doesn't open anymore, a side mirror barely 
holding on, and nicks and dings all over it. 

“I literally think to myself, 'I'm storing up 
treasure in heaven where rust cannot destroy,’” 
Carolyn says.

The Uncharted initiatives captured the Bodkins’ 
hearts and made them happy to drive a rusty 
van – an attitude only God can arrange. 
Uncharted has lead them into stronger and 
more meaningful lives of faith and given them 
great reason not to buy a new car!

Rust is a 
reminder of 

sacrifice
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31 individuals committed to calling 
the Kokomo Campus their home 
church for ONE YEAR.

NORTHVIEW CHURCH IS EXCITED TO BRING 
THE FIRST MULTISITE CHURCH TO THE “CITY 
OF FIRSTS” – KOKOMO, INDIANA. 

• The Kokomo Campus is scheduled to launch with 
services on Easter Weekend.

• Walls are framed and drywall is complete. The stage 
is in place. The parking area and exterior building 
modifications are in the works as well and will be 
completed in March.

90 individuals committed to 
helping the Kokomo Campus get 

started for the first 90 days.

Hey Northview Family,

It’s hard to believe we’ve already crossed the 
halfway mark of our Uncharted journey. When 
we set out, we dreamed of the great things 
God would do with our efforts. We certainly 
had no idea how things would turn out and yet 
we boldly stepped out into Uncharted waters. 

Friends, your bold generosity is making a huge 
difference in our church, in our community and 
around the world. Each quarter brings more 
incredible stories about lives that have been 
changed and people who have found Christ. 
It’s so exciting to see the difference you are 
making with your Uncharted funds. God is at 
work and He is faithful.

Please know your Uncharted contributions are 
very much appreciated. Your commitment is an 
inspiration.

Enjoy this snapshot of the difference you’re 
making for Christ! 

Love ya!

Steve Poe | Senior Pastor
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BOLD FOR OUR WORLD

If you have any questions regarding your giving, contact  
beth.anderson@northviewchurch.us or 317.846.2884.

Automate the important! Set up a consistent giving schedule by 
clicking the GIVE button at northviewchurch.us/uncharted.

YOUR PERSONAL UPDATE
Goes by

 Last Name
YOUR TWO-YEAR UNCHARTED COMMITMENT

$TotalCommitmentsMade

Note: All gifts to Northview Church over the next two years count 
toward the Uncharted goal. Thank you for being part of Uncharted!

$TotalGiven
(12.1.16 —03.01.18)

CURRENT GIVING

YOUR UNCHARTED GIVING

(12.1.16 —12.01.18)

16 families received goats and pigs for income generation.

6 church leaders from three Ugandan partner churches 
were trained on basic finance-management principles.

Provided 60 of the most vulnerable families a water-
harvesting and storage container.

Northview partners with Bright Hope in Uganda to improve the 
quality of life and create more opportunities for positive change 
in communities there. Here are some recent milestones:

TWO-YEAR GOAL
$57.4 Million

GIVING TO-DATE
$29,394,815

(12.1.16 — 03.01.18)

15 parenting workshops were conducted across three 
communities, and 194 parents attended.

Bright Hope Relief Project Update

56 families were given maize and bean seeds to 
grow. Despite the drought that hit Uganda in the past 
months, almost 85 percent of the supported families 
produced a good harvest. 

180 people were trained on critical issues in smart 
and profitable farming for food security, nutrition and 
farming as business.
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